Self-assembled nanostructures of oleic acid and their capacity for encapsulation and controlled delivery of nutrients.
A simple preparation method for a nutrient delivery system is presented using nanostructures of oleic acid embedded in canola oil by a two step synthesis procedure. Oleic acid nanostructures in the form of micelles and vesicles were initially prepared and their ability to encapsulate vitamin-C, used as a model nutrient, was evaluated. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) analysis and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) confirmed the formation of micelles and vesicles with diameters of 150 nm and 540 nm respectively. Supramolecular structural transformations were observed at specific temperatures, and coincided with the release of a considerable amount of encapsulants followed by a controlled and time bounded release. UV-Vis spectroscopy and various other thermochemical analytical techniques were employed to illustrate the structural transformations and specific environmental stimuli-responsive release of encapsulated materials. The nutrition-enriched nanostructures were successfully transferred to canola oil and the physico-chemical properties evaluated.